Structural system design is the process of giving form to a set of interconnected components 1 subjected to loads and design constraints while navigating a complex design space. While safe 2 designs are relatively easy to develop, optimal designs are not. Modern computational optimization 3 approaches employ population based metaheuristic algorithms to overcome challenges with the 4 system design optimization landscape. However, the choice of the initial population, or ground 5 structure, can have an outsized impact on the resulting optimization. This paper presents a new 6 method of generating such ground structures, using a combination of topology optimization (TO) 7 and a novel system extraction algorithm. Since TO generates monolithic structures, rather than 8 systems, its use for structural system design and optimization has been limited. In this paper, truss 
In this manuscript, the complete system extraction methodology is first presented. This is followed 80 by a study on the behavior of systems manually extracted from monolithic structural topologies. The 81 performance of three automatic extraction algorithm variants is then evaluated. A sensitivity study of 82 algorithm performance is included as well.
83

Methodology
84
The system generation process starts with a given design domain and the initial conditions 85 necessary to support topology optimization. A system topology is then generated through topology 86 optimization, based on these inputs (Section 2.1). Nodes and structural elements are extracted from this 87 topology through a combination of morphological analysis and associated computational techniques 88 (Section 2.2), yielding a structural assembly (system). The extracted structural assembly can then be 89 analyzed using FEA to perform structural analysis to obtain the deflections and member stresses. This 
Topology Optimization
93
While any number of topology generation approaches can be used as part of the overall 94 methodology, in this work the SIMP density-method is used due to its consistent performance across a 95 range of application scenarios [26] .
[27] first presented this approach for generating optimal topologies 96 in structural design using numerical optimization and homogenization methods. The objective of their 97 optimization was to minimize the work done by applied loads as shown in Eq. 1.
98
In Eq. 1, E ijkl is the elasticity matrix, a E (u, v) is the energy in bilinear form i.e. the internal 99 virtual work of an elastic body at equilibrium u and for an arbitrary virtual displacement v, L(v) 100 represents the load linear form of the energy, f and t are body and boundary forces, i j represents the 101 linearized strain in each direction. Thus, this formulation minimizes the strain energy, while limiting 102 the displacements as per the imposed design constraints and the admissible displacements (U).
103
Minimize L(u) subject to a E (u, v) = L(v); all v ∈ U, design constraints where a E (u, v) = Ω E ijkl kl (u) ij (v)dx,
The design space of the problem is defined as Ω, the strain as , and the indicator function domain, Ω, with the black color throughout the design domain indicating that χ(x) = 1 everywhere.
108
As the design is optimized, the design domain remains the same but the location of material in the 109 domain changes, resulting in Fig. 1b . The elasticity matrix for the material is therefore defined as further modified and it is redefined as:
Choosing p > 1 makes the densities between 0 and 1 unfavorable since for the same amount of 120 material, it provides a lesser stiffness due to the exponent p. In general, in order to obtain solutions 121 with minimal volumes with intermediate densities, or binary designs, it is recommended to use p >= 3.
122
Once the problem has been thus formulated, the density of the material within the design space Ω is 123 optimized. The design at each iteration is analyzed through finite element analysis where each region 124 with a density value corresponds to an element. The value of the objective function is thus computed.
125
Based on the objective function, the topology is iteratively updated to yield a new topology until the 126 termination criteria are satisfied.
127
Since SIMP treats the topology optimization problem as essentially a material redistribution 128 problem, all resulting topologies are monolithic structures, rather than structural systems of 129 interconnected components. The second part of the presented computational process is designed to 130 extract such systems directly from the topologies. 
Node-Element Extraction from Topologies
132
After a topology is obtained, the next step is to convert it into a system consisting of nodes (joints)
133
and connecting elements to suit structural engineering purposes. The morphological skeleton of the 134 topology, as well as branch and end points in that skeleton, are first found. The skeleton is then further 135 analyzed using one of the three variants of a node-element identification algorithm (NEI) developed in 136 this study (Fig. 1) from a node, proceeds by repeatedly moving from one pixel to another pixel in its 8 point neighborhood.
177
Once another identified node is reached and the traversal is complete, the goodness of fit of a line 178 connecting the two nodes is evaluated against the traversed pixels. The goodness of fit is evaluated 179 by using the coefficient of correlation and checking if all the traversed pixels fall within a specified 180 bandwidth from the line. If the fit is good, then an element is assigned between the two nodes. In 
Experiments and Results
192
This section presents and discusses the results of experiments designed to evaluate the suitability heuristics such as a genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, or differential evolution.
209
For the first design domain, "Problem 1", a design space 18.288 meters (720 inches) wide and 9.144 210 meters (360 inches) high with two loads, each P = -444.82 kN (-100 kips), was specified. A design space because changing the discretization around these resolutions the did not impact the TO result. As the the volume fraction was iteratively changed to match previous design weights, the 229 structural weight was not useful as a comparative metric. Instead, the average stress, maximum stress,
230
and maximum deflection were used for comparisons. 
Results
232
For Problem 1, the volume ratio was specified as 0.2. With regards to the compared studies, [32] 233 and [4] only varied the cross-sectional area of the initial structure but did not add or remove members.
234
[10] presented a solution with no removal of members and another solution in which removal of assumed that, given additional optimization, the TO-based system would converge to a solution 242 similar to those of prior efforts.
243
The TO solution to Problem 2 was compared with the designs published in [33, 34] . In both of 244 these studies, an initial structure was assumed for optimization. The node locations could be modified,
245
but member removal was not permissible. The area of cross-section of the members could also be 246 modified to optimize the structure. For the topology optimization, the volume ratio was set to 0.2.
247
TO resulted in structures that were unstable when directly converted to trusses, a problem not 248 encountered in Problem 1. Hence, the structure was first evaluated as a frame with complete joint 249 fixity. Members were then manually added to this frame for stability, and it was converted to a truss 250 with pin supports (Fig. 7d) . A comparison of the results is shown in Table 2 .
251 Table 2 shows that the structures optimized in the literature are lighter than the TO designed 252 structures by about 2% for the frame structure and 6.7% for the truss structure. However, the TO 253 structure has slightly lower maximum stresses, lesser average stress and significantly lower deflections.
254
The deflection of the TO truss structure is less than half the deflection of the structures optimized by [33] and [34] . Also, the variation in the member stresses is 13.6% lesser for the TO truss structure and 256 33.6% lesser for the TO frame structure, which indicates a more evenly distributed load in the TO 257 structure. This is similar to the results of Problem 1.
258
What the results of this analysis illustrate is that systems extracted from structural topologies 259 can perform comparably to systems optimized assuming an initial structural configuration. This is 260 particularly true given that the extracted systems could be further optimized using any number of 261 established techniques. Therefore, generating a topology and then extracting a system from it can serve 262 as a full replacement for an initial estimate of a structural configuration. In such cases, the specified 263 volume ratio becomes the controlling design parameter. It is also important to recognize that, as shown 
Extraction Algorithm Analysis
267
In the preliminary analysis, systems were manually extracted from topologies. The three automatic 268 extraction algorithms designed to address this issue are analyzed in this section. Four diverse 269 topologies (TO1, TO2, TO3, TO4) were generated and used for testing (Fig. 8) as green circles (radius is proportional to the variance) in Fig. 9d, 10d , 11d and 12d. 
Results
287
The results for TO1 are shown in Fig. 9 . A visual examination clearly shows that the traversal 288 based algorithm (NEI-TRA) outperforms the other two algorithms. As shown in Table 3 TO1  7  6  4  10  10  7  2  13  TO2  6  4  2  7  7  4  1  8  TO3  16  5  7  19  26  5  5  29  TO4  13  6  4  13  19  6  2  19 GT: ground truth result transform based algorithm (NEI-HLT) only identified two elements out of a total of ten elements ( the performance of the hough line transform is poor. With regards to NEI-TRA (Fig. 9c) , there is a 295 slight oversegmentation of one element and it thus identifies 13 elements instead of 10.
296
Multiple nodes were identified at some joints since the analysis of the morphological skeleton farther from the ground truth. The NEI-TRA algorithm detected all the elements of the structure.
301
The performance of the three algorithms for TO2 is shown in Fig. 10 and Table 3 . The NEI-CL 302 algorithm detected all but two elements and identified a majority of the nodes in the structure. The skeletonization. The NEI-TRA algorithm identified all the elements and nodes. However, due to the 305 skeleton's structure, additional nodes were detected as seen with TO1.
306
A comparison with the ground truth (Fig. 10d) showed that the performance of the NEI-TRA 307 algorithm was superior. It identified the nodes accurately in all cases. Multiple nodes along with an 308 extra element were detected at two joints in the structure due to the skeleton having multiple branch 309 points in the vicinity of that joint. The algorithm correctly detected only one node in the top left corner 310 whereas 50% of the ground truth labels had two nodes at this joint.
311
The nodes and elements identified by each of the algorithms for TO3 are shown in Fig. 11 . The with a slight oversegmentation.
318
Comparing with the ground truth, the NEI-TRA algorithm again shows multiple nodes at some 319 joints (Fig. 11d) due to the skeleton containing multiple branch points in those locations. Nodes with 320 more variance in the ground truth labeling, such as nodes 2 and 12, had more distance between the 321 ground truth node and algorithm identified node (see Table 4 ). In contrast, node 13 is accurately 322 identified although the variance in the ground truth was high for this node. It is worth noting that 323 noticeable errors were obtained at the leftmost nodes of the structure (nodes 1 and 11) since the skeleton 324 endpoint is not exactly at the actual structure support location. about half of the elements in the structure. The nodes detected were however very close to the actual 329 node locations from the benchmark solutions.
330
Since this topology's elements have less thickness, the skeleton of the structure is a very good 331 representation of the actual structure. As a result, the NEI-TRA algorithm detects nodes and elements 332 very accurately. Quantitatively, it can be seen that the mean error in node location for TO4 was much 333 lower than the node location error for all other structures tested (Table 5) . Hence, the solution obtained 334 using the traversal based algorithm is very close to the ground truth solution (Fig. 12d) . The NEI-TRA algorithm has five controlling parameters. A bandwidth parameter, "α", is used 348 to check if the line connecting two nodes is a good fit for the pixels (Fig. 4, line 8) . Three additional 349 parameters are used for clustering nodes in order to eliminate similar nodes (Fig. 4, line 17) , and a 350 second bandwidth parameter "β" is used for removing redundant elements and breaking up long 351 elements into smaller elements if the required criteria are met (Fig. 4, line 17) . The effect of each 352 parameter is explored in greater depth in this section. connecting the end point nodes is a good fit, which is true if no pixel is more than α pixels away from 359 a line, then an element connecting the nodes is added (Fig. 4, line 15-16) . If the fit is not good, then a 360 clustering approach is used (Fig. 4, line 9-14) . If α is too small, then the clustering approach is used 361 more frequently resulting in a slower runtime. Further, the clustering approach can determine different 362 endpoints from the existing nodes and hence create additional nodes. However, after removing similar 363 nodes, the final nodes and elements obtained did not change significantly as seen for TO3 (Fig. 13c) . In order to remove redundant nodes, clustering is used (Fig. 4, parameter ended up clustering non redundant nodes which should not be clustered into one node.
372
The best results were obtained with the three parameters having values of 10, 15 and 7.5. from 5 pixels to 50 pixels were tested for this sensitivity analysis. If the value of the parameter was 379 too large (more than 40 pixels), then the element was erroneously segmented as shown in Fig. 13h .
380
Similarly erroneous segmentations were seen in the other topologies as well. If the parameter was too 381 small (10 pixels or less), then some redundancy in elements persisted as illustrated for TO1 in Fig. 13g .
382
A β value of 20 resulted in the most consistent element identification. not require an assumed structural system for initiation. Instead, broader constraints such as loadings,
388
geometric boundaries, and volume ratios are required instead.
389
From the preliminary TO system study, several conclusions can be drawn. One of the foremost 390 observations is that structural systems derived manually through TO are efficient and comparable
391
to optimal structures from the literature in most cases. These systems were comparable with respect 392 to deflections. The TO-based systems resulted in more balanced member stresses compared to the 393 benchmark solutions, which had members with very high and very low stresses. In some cases, 394 however, the system extracted from the topology was not stable for a truss configuration, requiring 395 manual post-processing.
396
Once the viability of using TO for deriving systems was verified, the three extraction algorithms One persistent issue with the NEI-TRA algorithm was the multi-node problem wherein multiple 409 nodes were detected instead of a single node. Further research is required to remedy this issue.
410
Another avenue for future work is to use additional structural optimization to further improve the 411 designs generated through the topology extraction process.
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